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the movement and shooting is simply very well done. it doesn't require much, so the controls are absolutely perfect, you click, and your unit starts off running, or
shoots. while advancing, your units are able to shoot and they are capable of running through any obstacles or trees which may be in their way. your unit can

simply run in a strait line when using the rts portion, or you can click on a straight line to guide your unit, and click somewhere else to move, such as a corner, an
edge of an area, or an enemy. as long as you keep track of your unit, they can run indefinitely, and you can continually click on the place to move. the shooting

is accomplished with a reasonably powerful mouse. you simply click where you want your unit to go, and click where it will shoot. you can move your mouse
button up to zoom in and out, which is a nice touch. the ai is very well developed. in order to have the enemy ai behave like a real enemy, it will take forces that
you have and use them to attack you. for example, if you've got a couple of planes, the computer will grab one of them and fly around the map, making sure to

shoot down any planes or interceptor planes it sees. once it does that, the plane won't come back for a while, so you need to keep an eye out for it. the only
problem with this is that, if you're playing against players of the same skill level, the computer isn't going to do that unless you're playing against a player with
particularly good luck. the enemy ai is also very realistic, which is to say, it can be vicious. if there is any noticeable difference in the ai of axis and allies, it is in

the way you can play the game. you will never have to deal with checks, nor push a button unless you want to.
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now, on the pc, players
will most likely need to
purchase the game. all

you need to do is to
insert the game cd into

your pc, start up the
game, and you'll be

good to go. you'll have
a little bit of a tutorial,
and then you'll be able
to play the allied or axis

forces as you see fit.
using an x86-based pc,
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players will have the
ability to use mouse

and keyboard. players
may also find that the
game will work well
with a usb mouse or

joystick, however, they
will need to make sure

their computer can
accept the mouse input.

if they wish to use a
joystick, the game will
likely work best with a

joystick, but one mouse
will also be able to

work. if players wish to
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play a game offline, the
game will need to

install itself to the hard
disk. players can save
their game progress

through the start menu,
and later return to it.

however, if they wish to
play with friends or

other people online, the
game will need a

decent online gaming
system, such as

microsoft xbox. feel like
a general in the most

sophisticated wargame
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ever! a situation of epic
scope and complexity
await you in the most
historically-accurate

war simulator. wwii is
the most important

episode in our history.
war started in 1939 and
the human race, with its

total resources, was
forced to face the real

threat of losing
everything. go forth and
successfully command
the war! the battles of
the second world war
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were fought against a
backdrop of social
change that was

creating new
challenges. for armies,
finding a good strategic
approach to battle has

never been easy. axis &
allies: general is a turn-
based strategy game in

which players take
control of an axis or
allied leader of world

war ii. don't wait,
download axis and

allies v1.33 right now!
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enjoy what is believed
to be the most realistic

version of axis and
allies ever made!
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